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General Comment

After reviewing the EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 I found the analysis of future sea level rise to be
inadequate for a nuclear power plant situated on the shore of Biscayne Bay. The attached maps
showing various levels of ocean rise at mean higher high water (MHHW) clearly show that with
little more than another 6 inches of sea level rise (SLR) that the un-elevated portions of the
property will be inundated at regular high tides (monthly) and will remain under water for the full
% tide as the years go by. With the projected (National Climate Assessment of 2-4 feet of SLR by the
end of the century and the likely possibility of significant Antarctic ice sheet collapse FPL is
proposing to build a new reactor site in the ocean, not on land. The EIS does not clearly show this
"• reality nor does it give significant credence to the problems such levels will cause. The attache
maps were made by me using locally available LiDAR elevation data and made following
3• procedures outlined by NOAA for the SE Florida Regional Climate Compact. Similar maps can be
viewed onNOAA's Flompe est~)and onsites such asthose offered byClimate Central.
!•
Failure to show this type of "bathtub" model is a major omission in the EIS as such maps have
'"•
been readily available from such sources for several years. Additionally the future SLR will
i•
threaten in the next 20 years the current cooling canals for units 4 and 5 compromising their design

ywill

and function with no mention of this issue in the EIS and no explanation of how the older reactors
be kept cool for their extended lifetime.

V)

The EIS refers to improved circulation as a possible outcome as the ocean becomes deeper (SLR)
which may be true but it also means that the site will become prone to ocean wave erosion as Key
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*Largo becomes inundated and no longer a block to wind driven wave forcing. A proper model of
this reality should be made before any claim that increased water levels will improve circulation in
the cooling canals is accpeted by the NRC.
Storm surge has been "blown off' by FPL using Hurricane Andrew as the model. Hurricane
Andrew is a poor example of the storm threat to Turkey Point because the storm passed north of
the site and passed quickly. A storm that would produce maximum surge at Turkey Point will be
one that passes to the NW on the south side of the site so storm analysis should include data from
Hurricanes Donna and Betsy, not Hurricane Andrew.
And, Biscayne Bay is known to have storm seiches produced because the onset winds of any storm
approaching from the SE can blow down the axis of Biscayne Bay pushing water onto and past
Turkey Point. This happend in many past storms before the site was utilized and is documented in
old issues of the Miami Herald. Storms in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s did this and closed the old
US 1 highway route well before any low pressure induced surge hit the bay. This phenomenon
occured in 2005 but in the opposite direction and blew all the water from the bay around Convoy
Point leaving the seagrass beds sitting out of the water (depth normaly 2-3 feet) and is documented
in photos taken by the National Park Service at that time. Fortunately the winds in 2005 (because
of the west to east storm direction) were blowing the water north or the site would have been put
under 3 or more feet of water. Hurricane seiche behavior of Biscayne Bay is not in the current
science literature but is documented in other sources so is not generally known to outside firms
writing BIS statements for a site they have no real familiarity of.
For these reasons I am opposed to putting any new reactors on this site based on my extensive
knowledge of the region Biscayne Bay in particular, and experience with the local topography and
associated geological processes.

Attachments
turkeypoint-0
turkeypoint-0-5
turkeypolnt-2
turkeypoint- 1
turkeypolnt-4
turkeypoint-3
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